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Case Study 1 

Disney Pixar ‘Up’ Courtesy of Beatwax 

 

Brief:  

Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures International asked Beatwax to come up with a 

promotional concept that would capture the hearts and imaginations of all. An idea that 

could be toured Worldwide, hitting specific territories in the build up to the release; the 

theme of which wouldn’t be lost in translation. 

 

Solution:  

Up, Up and Away! Carl and Russell will be flying over a country near you! Inspired by the 

key poster artwork, the PR team replicated Carl’s house and the thousands of balloons 

protruding out of his chimney in the form of one of the most unique hot air balloons in the 

history of ballooning! The one of a kind hot air balloon incorporates a specially designed 

envelope which includes over five hundred mini balloons singularly stitched to the 84,000 

cubic foot basic shape that when inflated looks like a cluster of helium balloons mimicking 

Carl’s handy work! To finish off the effect a cold air inflatable which is shaped to look like 

Carl’s house wraps around the basket.  

 

The balloon was scheduled to travel around the World over the following 5 months hitting 

different territories close to their release. The balloon would be performing a series of 

daring flights at famous landmarks in each territory. Media ties-ins also feature in which 

partners give away exclusive flights in the balloon across territory in exchange for editorial 

and promotional coverage. Local voice talents have been enlisted in each territory for 

photo opportunities in the balloon.  

 

It appeared in France and Germany making appearances at Disneyland Paris in front and 

above the Sleeping Beauty Castle, the French Premiere in Marseille, the Chocolate 

Museum in Cologne, the Leipziger Platz in the centre of Berlin, the Air Balloon Lorraine 

Mondial Festival and the Warsteiner International Balloon Festival (two of the largest 

balloon festivals in the calendar). The largest cinema multiplex’s in Germany and France 

featured special event days featuring a visit from our balloon and a screening of the film.  
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It also made a guest appearance at the Bristol Balloon Fiesta here in the UK where over 

400,000 people saw the balloon take part in the mass balloon launch.  

 

The balloon also flew to Italy, Japan, the USA for the domestic home entertainments 

release. In the UK, there was a spectacular PR stunt of flying the balloon through the open 

drawer bridge of Tower Bridge to secure global media acclaim. The logistical preparation 

for this particular task was genuinely immense in persuading all the relevant London 

authorities that this could feat could be done safely. The proceeding week had seen the 

balloon fly over Edinburgh castle as part of the activity around the Scottish premiere of the 

film. In Italy the balloon appeared in Turin as part of a competition winners’ day in which a 

range of media partners provided winners drawn from all over Italy to take part in tethered 

flights. A dramatic flyover of the Alps was also attempted, launching from the northern 

Italian town of Mondovi. 

 

Results:  

Genuinely global media coverage has ensued from all aspects of this campaign. The 

Tower Bridge stunt alone achieved broadcast news coverage at prime time on both NBC 

and ABC news in the USA and was picked up by news shows from China to Mexico. In 

the UK the Guardian devoted the entire centre spread to the Tower Bridge flythrough 

alongside The Mirror, The Telegraph, The Mail and The Evening Standard. Widespread 

print coverage ensued globally – a search on Google reveals 1000s of entries in multiple 

languages from this particular piece of activity. The major network in each territory 

featured local activity elsewhere; Turin saw a feature on a national broadcaster RAI’s 

news show. In Germany the balloon was the star featured on prime time Saturday night 

show Nur Die Liebe Zahlt (Only Love Counts), while France 3 aired a programme on the 

balloon live from the Lorraine Mondial Balloon Festival.  
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Case Study 2 

The Simpsons Movie 

 

Brief  

Create a PR stunt in true Simpsons style that will generate mass national and regional 

media coverage.  

 

Solution  

The Rude Man of Dorset Meets the Rude Man of Springfield. 

Carved into the side of the rolling Dorset downs since the 16th Century, the chalk giant is 

said to have fertile magic. Its tradition is for young women and amorous couples to visit 

the giant to ensue conception.   

 

The arrival of a 70m by a 50m Homer Simpson mirroring the actions of the giant and 

brandishing his very own magical symbol, a donut, caused quite a stir.  

Taking over 2 days and using more than 200 litres of bio-degradable paint, the mockery of 

a national landmark in a cheeky and ironic manner epitomises what has made The 

Simpsons so popular over the last 17 years.  

 

Results  

Huge media value secured in nearly all national press including, The Sun, The Mirror, The 

Daily Telegraph, The Independent, Daily Mail, The Times, Daily Star.  

International and National TV coverage secured with SKY NEWS in the UK and in the US. 

GMTV did a special news story the following morning.  

 

It was the most emailed story on BBC NEWS Worldwide and featured across countless 

other internet sites including ITNs multimedia platforms, Guardian Unlimited and Channel 

4news.com. 

 

Regionally, ITV WEST filmed a special news feature for the 6pm and 10pm News. BBC 

South, BBC Spotlight and BBC Exeter also ran key news stories.  

Interviews with the landowner featured on Radio 4s Today programme, BBC Worldwide 

Service and on drive time on LBC 1152. 
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International coverage was as far as Sweden America, Australia and India.  

 

 

 


